Bin Laden And The Pork Eating Dictator
Xia Yu

Though Bin Laden and his followers may not consider a union with pork eaters, the communist
party in China, Bin Laden and Al Qaeda need each other.

China was keeping a low key on the international stage after news of Bin Laden being killed
was released, but in fact, the communist propaganda machine was trying to create an
anti-American tide in China again.

The web ' Wu Mao party ' were geared up posting praise for Bin Laden in hundreds of Chinese
websites, and posting suggestions such as: 'If you want to learn to be a hero from Bin Laden,
why don't you dare to throw a brick at the US Embassy!"... But some daring Chinese bloggers
replied: "well, Bin Laden is dead, one less shield in front of the most evil culprit: CCP (Chinese
Communist Party) before America's eye." What can it do? create anti US feeling .... this is the
game played by the communist party since they took power in China.

Xinhua net, the communist mouth piece, quickly published a set of photos on 6th May, claiming:
"A hundred year old photo news: the crimes of the of eight countries that invaded China*. The
high pixel photo shows bloody Chinese victims in Tianjin city. This does stir up many
nationalistic feelings among some Chinese, but a Chinese blogger posted: It is upsetting to
know that eight foreign armies killed our fellow Chinese; but the 'sons' of Max and Lenin of the
communists have been treated in a much more vicious way in the last 62 years; the number of
Chinese people killed by the 'Chinese communist regime' is more than the total of people killed
in the two world wars! it is still suppressing Chinese now!

Articles published in Chinese media by pro communist writers; or maybe paid writers,
questioned whether the team had killed civilians in the compound where Bin Laden lived, ( but
most Young Chinese who have been brain washed by the communists, are supporters of
killing innocent civilians, including woman, the elderly and children
) they also tried to incite Bin Laden's followers to 'revenge, some writers announcing
that there will be many attacks to follow; some even suggesting where to put chemical bombs in
public places.
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Xinghua net also praised lengthily, the new leader of AL-Qaeda, telling Chinese, "Ayman
al-Zawahiri is a much wiser and capable person ....he will take much larger and bloodier
revenge; even though he maybe killed by the Americans, the US will not be able to disintegrate
Al-Qaeda, because this group will grow bigger." The Chinese regime may be right here, as the
Americans, and the rest of the world are focusing on the wrong target.

Through the passionate posts on the Chinese web, it is quite conceivable, if given the chance,
that those Chinese, who are brainwashed, and mechanically believe the communist
propaganda, could possibly become suicide bombers -- to protect the power, of 'our communist
party' in the world stage. The communist regime made some of them torture their own parents
during the 'cultural revolution' , and now, it proves: it could happen again!

There is one thing that many Chinese people, especially those 'wu mao party' bloggers, cannot
explain: communist China has spent nearly 50 years using propaganda to condemn America,
but there are relatives and children of nearly every Chinese communist high official who have
migrated overseas, and many of them are American citizens now.

=============

Note:

* The Boxer Uprising or Boxer Rebellion was a Chinese rebellion from November 1899 to
September 7, 1901 against foreign influence in areas such as trade, politics, religion and
technology that occurred in China during the final years of the Qing Dynasty. The assassination
of the German ambassador and the siege of foreign diplomatic legations in Peking prompted
Britain, France, Germany, the US, Russia, Japan, Italy and Austria-Hungary to form the Eight
Nation Alliance and intervene militarily. The Chinese port city of Tientsin (Tianjin) was occupied
by the rebels on 30 May 1900 and foreign concessions were besieged. European troops
captured the city from the rebels on 13 July.
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